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R.A.F.*s PART IN LIBYA BATTLE

The whole area "over which the Axis columns cane forward round the Bir

Hakeim pivot is strewn with Burnt-out tanks and trucks.

"Through the dust clouds I could see the flames and the smoke of

many fires, probably burning petrol bowsers, and lorries loaded,with supplies,"

That is the picture of the Libyan desert battlefield as seen by one of

the fighter pilots of the R.A.F. who had spent the whole day gunning enemy

transport and supply columns,

Another pilot, an Australian, told how he led a formation of fighters
in a ground-strafing attack on an enemy column.

"I could plainly see their uniform," he said, "They ran like hell

from the trucks when we came in to strafe. They took one frantic look upwards,
and then scrambled off in a panic. Those who did not.run dived beneath their

vehicles. We could see their boots sticking out,' and they made excellent

targets. We gave them the works,"

A pilot of the same squadron, after scoring a direct hit on a petrol

bowser and a supply truck, joined a Sergeant Pilot in a strafing attack on

eight enemy trucks crowded with troops. The pair of them swept up and 'down

over the trucks four times'; When they flew away, they left behind them a

trail of smashed vehicles, and a litter of dead-and wounded.

On the way back to base the Sergeant Pilot saw the other fighter make a

forced.landing. It had been hit in an encounter with a formation of Messer-

schmitts. The Sergeant Pilot decided to try to land to pick up his comrade.

But as his wheels touched down on the desert, one of them hit a clump of camel

thorn and was wrenched away from the undercarriage.

In the split second before disaster could overtake the landing, the pilot

opened up his engine and took off again. He returned to his base, made a

perfect landing on one wheel, and skidded to a stop as the tip of the aircraft’s

wing touched the ground!

These are just a few incidents in the continuous battle which the R.A.F.

squadrons are waging in the desert, giving close, support to the allied ground
forces.

Typical of the harmonious way in which the air and ground forces are

working together was a raid carried out by a squadron of Boston bombers towards

the close of the third day’s fighting.

A large concentration of enemy supply vehicles were feeding the defenders

of an important position held by the enemy. The allied forces wanted to take

that position because our possession of it would divert the enemy ’s supply
route and seriously complicate his maintenance arrangements,

The Bostons were called upon, and they made a crushing attack on the concen-

tration, scoring numerous hits on groups of vehicles. The attack scattered the

.concentration, and so disorganised it that, when tho Allied ground forces attacked

the position very soon afterwards, it' fell to us with little opposition.
In the course of making their attacks, the R.A.F. pilots have been able to

keep a complete watch on the progress of the battle, and to provide both the Army
and the R.A.F. with a minute-by-minute picture of operation on both sides.

Fighter and fighter-bomber squadrons operated over the bottle area, only a

few minutes’ flight from their bases, returning to refuel and rearm, and to re-

sume the attack almost before the fires started among enemy transport columns

by their last sortie had died down.



Staffs at tho R.A.F. "bases have worked magnificently to service

the aircraft, and to keep them almost continuously in the air.

A striking success in the battle has been the intervention of the

new "Kitty-Bombersbomb carrying Kittyhawk fighters.

Squadrons of these fighters have been equipped with a bomb load

and sent into the battle. The pilots, of course, were fighter pilots

but they mastered the new technique immediately, with deadly results

to the enemy.

The "Kitty-Bombers" scream down on their targets, release their

bombs at almost "nought feet", climb away again and at once revert

to their original role of fighters.

During the course of the battle, in which our own and the enemy

ground forces have been intermingled in the same areas, there have

been some remarkable feats of skill by the R.A.F. pilots who have force

landed.

A flight lieutenant, who holds the D.F.C. was forced down by an

engine defect in the path of an advancing enemy column.

An army motor transport fitter passed a few minutes later with his

maintenance van and he stopped to help the pilot, to remedy his engine fault.

They worked feverishly together, and had just discovered and rectified a small

but vital defect when enemy tanks approached within gun range and began

sprinkling the ground around the aircraft with shells.

The fitter dashed. away to rejoin his unit. - The pilot dropped his .engine

cowling, which he had no time to replace, and started up his engine.

He got off the ground as the nearest of the tanks came within 100

yards of him. He got back safely to his base.

Another young pilot, a squadron leader who has just taken over command,

of a squadron, returned to his base among the front line fighters after three

days
1 adventure in the desert. He wan on reconnaissance patrol over a

concentration of enemy forces, just before the battle opened, when ho was

forced to land near a British artillery unit.

"I landed not too badly, I thought at first I could take off again,
he said "on examination, however, I found that tho tail of my aircraft

was pretty badly shot up, and beyond repair out there.

"About the same time that the enemy started shelling I had been working
on the aircraft in-tho hope of taking off again, but I realised it was

useless.

"After something like 30 shells had landed nearby, I decided it was

time to go,", ■

It took him three days, tho last 24 hours of which ho spent on a gun
limber, to return to his squadron
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